Clevest Mobile GIS

PLATINUM

Optimize network assessment processes by automating asset
inspections with map-centric digital workflows
Key Benefits of Clevest Mobile GIS - PLATINUM
Pre-integrated with Esri’s technology stack, the Platinum edition provides:
Network assessment features for field inspections of utility assets: Efficiently meet and report
on compliance targets
Support for multi-worker assignments: Segment large inspections into orders for multiple workers
Map-based view of assessment status: Track progress of network assessments in real-time
Redline and annotation capabilities: Capture corrections and notes in real time with other
stakeholders and third party systems to improve field safety, collaboration, and operational efficiency
Avoid fines and improve visibility, collaboration, compliance, and reporting of asset inspections by optimizing network
assessment activities and programs with the automated map-based workflows in Clevest Mobile GIS – Platinum.
Utilities are required to periodically assess all assets in the field for safety and reliability. This work is time-consuming and
often relies on inefficient paper maps to assign and track inspections. For some utilities, this creates a challenge to meet and
report on compliance targets with little to no visibility into which assets have been assessed as on schedule and which are
remaining to be completed.

Related product lines:
•
•
•
•

Mobile Workforce Management
Location Solutions
Advanced Network Deployment
Meter Reading
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How it Works
The Platinum edition provides a set of features and configurable workflows to support a variety of complex asset-related
inspection work such as:
•
•
•
•

Damage assessments
Leak surveys
Asset inspections
Vegetation management

Utilities can easily create and assign assessments to one or more field workers, and break large asset assessments into smaller
segments to complete work more quickly and efficiently.
Dispatchers and managers have unprecedented visibility into the status of inspections and can see at-a-glance what assets
have been assessed, what is remaining, and what follow-up work is required for assets that failed inspection.
Assessment information from all order segments is collated into the master order so that all assigned workers – as well as
dispatchers and managers – can visualize progress, remaining work, and areas for troubleshooting.

Query assets
Monitor assessment progress
Segment large asset assessments
Optimize network assessments
Leverage geospatial awareness
Visualize asset infrastructure
Access Esri basemaps
Improve safety
Enhance visibility
Encourage collaboration
Meet compliance

Create/share redlines
Streamline assessments
Run network traces
Capture field asset edits
Work online and offline
Map-centric workflows
Leverage geospatial awareness
Visualize asset infrastructure
Improve safety
Enhance visibility
Encourage collaboration

Monitor progress in the office on active programs in the field as assessment inspections and line patrols are completed.
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Automate your workforce today
with platinum features such as:
• Network assessment orders
• Monitor and track network
assessment progress
• Visualize multiple network
assessment orders in WorkSpace
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Why Clevest Mobile GIS?
In addition to the visibility and asset maintenance capabilities provided by the Standard and Premium editions, utilities
can leverage Clevest Mobile GIS – Platinum to optimize network assessment by automating and streamlining asset field
assessments, and gaining visibility across the organization into assessment schedules and progress.
As mobile needs grow, utilities that partner with Clevest can expand their enterprise-grade mobility platform by adding
Clevest Mobile Workforce Management, Location Solutions, Advanced Network Deployment, Meter Reading
and more to the Mobile GIS deployment.
Utilities can seamlessly integrate the Platinum edition with any version of Clevest Mobile Workforce Management to
further drive operating efficiencies and benefits.
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Clevest provides innovative workforce management software that connects the mobile workforce to office operations, enabling utilities to rapidly automate and
optimize any field work activity or process to improve response time, safety, productivity, and effectiveness. Clevest integrates with leading enterprise systems, with
configurable solutions that can be deployed on-premise or in the cloud.
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